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Spoken Word Poetry Ascends
by Tessa Corie Smith
NN P A Special Conespond ent

WASHINGTON (NNPA) - The descent, reminiscent of
a scene from Jules Verne's Journey to the Center of
the Earth, sets the mood upon stepping into the
building. The mellow sounds waft through the
cavernous stairway to meet you even before you reach
your destination.
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You feel as if you're hundreds of feet beneath the earth in a secret grotto that
only you and a select few had the privilege of finding. And, someone is on the
mic, their words flowing like a rhythmic river.

Bohemian Cavern, located along Washington D.C.'s U Street conidor, is just one
place where poets gather to share their best poetry. And not just any genre of
poetry - it's Spoken Word.

Provocative, dynamic, intrusive, and dramatic, Spoken Word, also known as
performance poetry, is steadily pushing its way into popularity and is proving to
be an effective tool for social awareness and change within the Black community,
according to spoken word artists.

"We are a people full of fire. We have a story to tell, so it's only natural that black
people use poetry to inform, entertain, and heal ourselves," says Miles Baftle,
author of "The Alternative Soul Food Poems," and self-described Christian poet.
Although mainstream media dismisses the genre as a passing fad, it has a
substantial following. People are writing it, performing it, and entering lyrical
battles to showcase their oratorical skills.
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Performance poetry is not a new form of expression, but its reemergence is a
force that cannot go unnoticed.
"lt gives life and motion to words. lt's not just a recitation; it's alive," says Nicole
Heslop, a Spoken Word aficionado.

Before becoming a coffeehouse staple, before Def Poetry Jam and its Tony
Award winning run on Broadway, it is believed that spoken word began in the late
80s and the early 90s. According to Bruce George, Co-founder of Def poetry
Jam, in 1986, Marc Smith, a construction worker from Chicago, sought to use
performance poetry to unite the people in his community.

For Black people, Spoken Word is also a way of preserving history and the oral
tradition. The genre has leaped over religious, social and political barriers, giving
artists the ability to speak in their unique voices and within their own context of
life.

"The poet is a dangerous person," says George, noting that it has always been
used as a tool for struggle,

George, an activist and poet, was inspired by Def Comedy Jam to start Def
Poetry Jam because it had three essential elements: a stage, an audience, and a
microphone. He shared the frustration of other Spoken Word artists who did not
see the same success for their craft as they witnessed with rap and other art
forms.

For George, it was a tool birthed out of activism. "l'm an agitator," George says,
alluding to Marcus Garvey's revolutionary charge.

George, who writes revolutionary poetry and prose, saw it as a way of getting
information out to the masses. "The poet has always been at the front of every
political movement," George explains. "Poetry has always been used as a way of
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resisting."

The presence of Spoken Word, at the 40th Anniversary of the 1963 March on
Washington, confirms Georges, belief. The 2003 commemoration of that
historical event represented a link between the Civil Rights and Hip-Hop
generations.

They rallied together in the same spirit of activism just as Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. and thousands of others did to rail against the injustices of racism and
inequality, using the power of words not only to entertain, but to educate.

"Spoken Word has the power to purge the most complex soul and from there,
tickle the most stoic heart, say Dwayne Hardware, performance poetry
supporter."

Despite its growing popularity, there are still doubts about the marketability of
Spoken Word. ln 1999, a 60 Minutes report on Slam poetry (the competitive
counterpart of performance poetry) addressed the idea that many people can't
clearly define what it is and that it may not be as well respected as traditional
poetry.

"lt's well respected in the underground
people think ofpoetry as a hobby. And
work," says Battle.

but not as much as it needs to be. A lot of
they don't want to pay poets for their

"l've lost money on my book sales," Battle explains,

Although it boasts influence from notable scholars and artists such as Sonia
Sanchez, Dr. Tony Medina, and Amiri Barack, performance poetry artists
continue to successfully promote their craft.

"Be true to yourself," George says, recalling his advice to Spoken Word artists.
"Be true to your own voice."
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